
CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

This  chapter  presents  the  conclusion  and  suggestions of  the  research.

Conclusion  is  summarizing  the  result  of  the  discussion  based on the  research

problems. It  summarizes about the teacher’s practices in preparing the English

materials  for  national  examination  and  teacher’s  practices  in  preparing  the

computer skill for computer based national examination. So, the suggestion is the

researcher recommendation based on the result of the research for having better

practices  in  preparing  the  English  materials  for  national  examination  and

preparing the computer skill for computer based national examination.

A. Conclusion 

From the results of this research that has been discussed in chapter IV,

the researcher can conclude that :

This research shows that teacher’s practices in preparing the English

materials for national examination, the English teacher can apply the various

teacher’s  practices,  they  are  :  Listening  Practice,  Reading  Practice  and

Cooperative Practice. Based on the research, those strategies are effective in

preparing the English materials  for national examination.  Furthermore, this

research also shows that teacher’s practice in preparing the computer skill for

computer based national examination is Simulation Practice. It practices can
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help the students  to  prepare their  computer  skills  in  operate  the computer

well. In short, those practices give good contribution for teachers. 

B. Suggestions

Based on the  conclusion  above,  the  researcher  would  like  to  offer

some suggestions which are presented for :

1. English teachers 

a. The teacher should provide the various teacher’s practices for

preparing the English material in national examination such as

Listening Practice, Reading Practice and Cooperative Practice

to  explain  the  materials  in  order  to  increase  the  student’s

understanding.

b. The teacher should provide the various teacher’s practices for

preparing  the  computer  skill  in  computer  based  national

examination, such as Simulation Practice. 

c. The teacher  must cover the students’s anxiety  in the teaching

and learning process in order to know the students’s problem in

learning English. 

d. The teacher  must  increase  the student’s motivation  in  doing

national  examination,  in  order  to  spirit  in  computer  based

national examination. 
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2. The future researchers

a. The researcher expects that the next researchers should prepare

the research’s needs before and during conducting the research.

b. The researcher expects that the next researchers should know

the  research’s  subject-matter  especially  in  preparing  the

computer based national examination in English lesson.

c. The researcher expects that the next researchers can doing the

research  about  teacher’s  practices in  other  subjects  for

preparing the computer based national examination.
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